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UM ARCHAEOLOGIST FEATURED IN PROGRAM ABOUT DONNER PARTY 
MISSOULA—
University of Montana archaeologist Kelly Dixon will appear in a new television 
program that delves into the secrets of the Donner Party -  the ill-fated pioneer group forced to 
resort to cannibalism in the Sierra Nevada Mountains in 1846-47.
“Unsolved History: The Donner Party” will air on the Discovery Channel Wednesday, 
Oct. 8. Check local listings for times.
Dixon co-directed a recent excavation in California’s Tahoe National Forest where it is 
believed the George and Jacob Donner families and their teamsters camped after becoming 
stranded and snowbound during their journey west.
Using the latest advances in forensic science, the scientists uncovered new artifacts such 
as burned bone, lamp glass, lead shot, bottle glass, ceramic dish fragments, a pipe-bowl 
fragment and a buckle. These items were clustered around a dense concentration of charred 
wood and ash.
The artifacts have been moved to a UM lab, where they will be properly cleaned, 
catalogued and treated for further study, including DNA analysis.
“Numerous small pieces of bone emerged during the excavation,” Dixon said. “Even 
though many exhibit burn damage, which may hinder DNA recovery, we expect some
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fragments will yield DNA from over 150 years ago.”
If the pieces are identified as human, it may be possible to link those remains with 
living Donner Party descendants.
She said the most intriguing artifact was a bone fragment with two cut marks. That item 
will be analyzed by archaeologist and human osteologist Guy Tasa from the University of 
Oregon 10 determine whether it came from a person or an animal.
Dixon said the artifacts will be studied for several years before being returned to 
custody of the Tahoe National Forest.
“These objects provide a tangible link to a pivotal event in American history and can 
demonstrate how even the tiniest fragments — from a broken teacup or lamp — bring us closer 
to these tragic encampments,” she said. “This is a valuable lesson for archeology and for all of 
us.”
The investigation is being sponsored by the Discovery Channel’s “Unsolved History” 
series, which is produced by Termite Art Productions. The Donner Party episode was directed 
by Dan Gagliasso and co-produced by Eric Nelson and Kim Chachere-Borgnine.
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